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Our Mission:
Cpollo aims to offer an easier, safer, and more efficient way for customers and businesses to participate 
in an Initial Coin offering (ICO), a Parallel Coin Offering (PCO), or for new or existing projects to leverage 
the transparency and resources the Cpollo platform will offer.

Our Vision: 
Projects, exchanges, and communities working with Cpollo to create an ecosystem in cryptocurrency 
where companies will be fully transparent with its investors in order to reduce scams in the industry.

Cpollo: A solution to Scams in Crypto 
Cpollo will reduce scams in crypto via an auditable ledger where stakeholders can view the progress 
of a company as they reach critical milestones. The funds being generated through an ICO or PCO will 
be allocated into a smart contract, constantly being monitored by audit 
measures designed by Cpollo. Furthermore, open-market businesses 
who leverage the Cpollo platform will be continuously audited and 
monitored to reinforce investors’ confidence.

Projects must go through a rigorous vetting process before being integrated
on the Cpollo platform. Projects on the platform will have a wide variety of
services available to them, including a “Team for Hire” section where 
projects in need of assistance may hire from a pool of Cpollo approved
applicants. Cpollo offers services for tokens on the following networks:
Ethereum, TRON, NEM, Ether classic, Stellar, Cardano, NEO, Waves, and EOS, with more options being 
added in the future. 

Partnerships: 
In order to eliminate scams in crypto as well as bring quality projects to the cryptocurrency community, 
Cpollo has partnered with the McAfee Alliance, IDAX, Bleutrade and Bitker. Projects that are accepted on
the Cpollo platform will have priority listing on IDAX, a top cryptocurrency exchange. 

Website: www.cpollo.info

Telegram: https://t.me/cpollo2

Project Registration Form: https://goo.gl/forms/DajqCPPYANenf5h42 

Cpollo Smart Contracts: https://cpollo.github.io/cpollo-docs

Cpollo App (ver 0.0.3): https://appcpollo.info

Cpollo (CPLO) Specifications: 
Max Supply: 20,000,000,000 
Circulating Supply: 7,159,770,176 
Contract Address: 0x7064aab39a0fcf7221c3396719d0917a65e35515 
Current Exchanges: IDAX, Bleutrade, Coinbene, Mercatox, Stex, Bitker     


